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ABSTRAC T T 

OBJECTIVESS A cost-effectiveness analysis was performed of different management strategies 

too decide upon PTCA of an intermediate lesion in patients with multi-vessel coronary artery 

diseasee who were scheduled for PTCA of a severe lesion in another artery. The strategies were 

basedd on myocardial perfusion scintigraphy (SPECT) and /or intracoronary derived blood flow 

velocityy reserve (CFVR). 

METHODSS Clinical and costs data were prospectively collected in a multi-center study with 

onee year follow-up (N=191). Four management strategies, assuming performance of PTCA after 

positivee test results, were compared: SPECT, CFVR (cut-off value of 2.0), and combined 

strategiess with one (Extensive) or two (Restrictive) positive test(s). Effect was defined as the 

probabilityy of a cardiac event free first year after management of the intermediate lesion. 

RESULTSS A strategy based on CFVR was most effective; the Restrictive strategy had the 

lowestt costs. Overall, probabilistic sensitivity analyses revealed that the Restrictive strategy was 

mostt cost-effective; with increasing willingness-to-pay (WTP) values (above €20,000) a CFVR 

strategyy gradually became equally cost-effective. 

CONCLUSIONSS A Restrictive strategy is most preferable to decide upon performance of PTCA 

off  the intermediate lesion. The CFVR strategy is equally preferable, if one highly values an 

additionall  cardiac event (predominandy revascularizations) free year. 
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INTRODUCTIO N N 

Intermediatee lesions (40-70% diameter stenosis) can be treated in the same procedure of the 

electivee percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty (PTCA) of a severe coronary narrowing 

(>70%% diameter stenosis). Extending the procedure in order to prevent the intermediate lesion to 

causee new events is feasible and probably cost saving in the end. Objective evidence of functional 

severityy is mandatory before one accurately can decide to treat the intermediate lesion. The 

standardd diagnostic approach is non-invasive stress testing, for instance by single photon 

emissionn computed tomography (SPECT).1"3 

Recently,, intracoronary measurement of hemodynamic parameters during the cardiac 

catheterizationn has been introduced to selectively determine functional severity.4"6 The results of 

thee "Intermediate Lesions: Jntracoronary flow Assessment versus "Tc-MIB I .SPECT" (ILIAS) 

studyy showed that intracoronary derived flow velocity reserve (CFVR) was a better predictor than 

SPECTT for the occurrence of cardiac events (predominandy revascularizations), related to the 

intermediatee lesion, in die first year following diagnosis (relative risk for CFVR 3.9, 95% CI: 1.7-

9.2;; and for SPECT 0.5, 95% CI: 0.1-3.2; p<0.05).7 

Inn this paper, the results of the ILIA S study are presented in an economic perspective. 

Severall  alternative diagnostic strategies for SPECT to determine functional significance of 

intermediatee coronary narrowings were formulated, using CFVR either to supplement or to 

replacee SPECT. For acceptance of CFVR in daily clinical decision-making, proof of cost-

effectivenesss is mandatory. This depends, among others, on the so-called society's 'willingness-

to-pay'' (WTP). Applying a diagnostic strategy to a patient will result in some health benefit at 

somee costs. Strategies can be evaluated by studying the costs differences in relation to the 

differencess in effects. Obviously, if a new strategy is cheaper and more effective than the 

referencee strategy, it is also more cost-effective. However, if the new treatment is both more 

expensivee and more effective, then one should wonder whether it offers enough value for 

money.. We are only willing to pay the extra costs for the additional health benefit if the ratio of 

thesee extra costs to the additional health benefit lies below some predefined limit. This WTP level 

dependss on the effects to be observed; e.g., we are willing to pay more to prevent immediate 

cardiacc death compared with a high cholesterol level. 

Thee aim of the present study was to economically evaluate four specific management 

strategiess to decide upon PTCA of an intermediate lesion in patients with multi-vessel disease. 

Therefore,, these strategies for patient management using SPECT and/or CFVR were evaluated 

withh regard to costs and effects as observed in the ILIA S study, taking into account society's 

WTPP to prevent cardiac events. 
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METHOD S S 

PatientPatient population and protocol 

Thee details of the ILIA S study have been described previously. In brief, 191 patients with one 

intermediatee coronary narrowing in die presence of multi-vessel coronary artery disease were 

enrolledd in 6 centers in the Netherlands. Al l patients were referred for PTCA of a severe 

narrowingg in another coronary artery. Two diagnostic test were compared to decide upon PTCA 

off  the intermediate lesion: single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) and 

intracoronaryy derived Doppler flow velocity measurements coronary flow velocity reserve, 

CFVR).. The protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board at each clinical site, and 

patientss gave written informed consent. 

Alll  patients underwent both SPECT and CFVR within 1 week. A PTCA of die 

intermediatee lesion was only performed if both test results were positive, i.e. reversible perfusion 

defectt in the area of interest on SPECT and a CFVR<2.0; otherwise , the intermediate lesion was 

leftt untreated. Patients were followed for one-year to document the occurrence of major cardiac 

eventss (death, myocardial infarction or 'ischemia driven' target lesion revascularization), related to 

thee intermediate lesion. The primary outcome was the occurrence of major cardiac events related 

too the intermediate lesion after an expectative policy. 

TABLETABLE 1: Clinical outcome of the ILIAS study with respect to the intermediate lesion (n—191) 

Groupp SPECT CFVR R 
PTCA A 

performed? ? 
nn Event rate at 1 year 

A A 

B B 

C C 

D D 

Negative e 

Negative e 

Positive e 

Positive e 

Negative e 

Positive e 

Negative e 

Positive e 

No o 

No o 

No o 

Yes s 

124 4 

37 7 

21 1 

9 9 

88 (6%) 

99 (24%) 

11 (5%) 

11 (11%) 

SPECTT indicates single photon emission computed tomography; CFVR, coronary flow velocity reserve (positive if 
CFVR<2.0);; PTCA, percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty. 

SummarySummary of the ILIAS clinical outcomes 

Thee main results are summarized in Table 1. Based on the test results, a PTCA of the 

intermediatee lesion was deferred in 182 patients. In total, 19 events occurred, related to the 

intermediatee lesion: no cardiac death, 3 CABG, 3 myocardial infarctions and 13 PTCA 

procedures.. Measurement of CFVR (cut-off value 2.0) was a significantly better predictor of the 

primaryy outcome than SPECT (relative risk for CFVR 3.9, 95% CI: 1.7-9.2; and for SPECT 0.5, 
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95%% CI: 0.1-3.2; p<0.05). Multivariate analysis revealed CFVR as the only significant predictor 

forfor cardiac events (predominandy revascularizations) . 

TABLETABLE 2: Overview of probabilities, used for decision modeling, as derived from the IUAS study. 

Probabilit yy (p) on Valuee 95% CI 

Positivee SPECT 

Positivee CFVR 

Positivee CFVR, conditional on negative SPECT 

Positivee CFVR, conditional on positive SPECT 

Event,, after PTCA* 

Event,, if CFVR is negative 

Event,, if SPECT is negative 

Event,, if both SPECT and CFVR are negative 

Event,, if CFVR is negative, conditional on positive SPECT 

**  Using the effectiveness data from the intermediate lesion - the patients who actually received a PTCA of the intermediate lesion, a 

probabilityprobability ofO. 111 was calculated f or the probability of an event after PTCA. Given the few patients in this group (n=9), that 

probabilityprobability is a weak estimate and might at best be considered as an absolute minimum estimate. The probability of an event after PTCA 

0,157 7 

0,241 1 

0,230 0 

0,300 0 

0,209 9 

0,0621 1 

0,106 6 

0,0645 5 

0,0476 6 

(0,111-0,218) ) 

(0,183-0,309) ) 

(0,169-0,304) ) 

(0,154-0,496) ) 

(0,155-0,275) ) 

(0,031-0,118) ) 

(0,0650-0,166) ) 

(0,024-0,096) ) 

(0,00249-0,259) ) 

ofof the severe lesion (40/191, 20.9%) is in accordance with previous reports in other research ' 

probabilityprobability of an event after PTCA of the intermediate lesion in the model. 

andand was therefore chosen as the 
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Managementt  strategies 

AA decision tree was applied in order  to investigate whether  CFVR can serve as a diagnostic tool 

(eitherr  to supplement or  to replace SPECT) for diagnosis and treatment of the intermediate 

lesionn in multi-vessel disease. CFVR is considered positive if its value is below the cut-off of 2.0. 

Figur ee 1 shows the decision tree for  management of this intermediate lesion. Four  management 

strategiess were defined: 

(1)) SPECT, i.e. management based on SPECT alone; hence, a PTCA is performed if a reversible 

perfusionn defect is detected; 

(2)) CFVR, i.e. management based on CFVR alone; hence, a PTCA is performed if CFVR<2.0; 

(3)) Extensive, i.e. a combined strategy starting with SPECT, only followed by CFVR if SPECT is 

negative;;  a PTCA is performed if SPECT ör  CFVR is positive; 

(4)) Restrictive, i.e. a combined strategy starting with SPECT, only followed by CFVR if SPECT is 

positive;;  a PTCA is performed if SPECT and CFVR is positive. 

FIGUREFIGURE 1: Decision tree for economic assessment of of management of the intermediate lesion in patients with multi-vessel 

disease.disease. The 4 strategies are: decision-making using the results of: SPECT alone (1), CFVR alone (2), SPECT 

conditionallyconditionally followed by CFVR measurement; PTCA is performed depending on the test results, i.e. an Extensive policy 

(3)(3) with patients receiving PTCA treatment if at least one test is positive, or a Restrictive policy (4) with patients receiving 

PTCAPTCA treatment if both test results are positive. 

normal l 

SPECTT !-pSabn 

abnormal,, PTCA 

pSabn n 

normal l 

CFVRR i-pcabn 

abnormal,, PTCA 

Diagnosticc pCatm 

guidelinee abnormal, PTCA 

Extensive,, SPECT p S a b n 

(cSPECT+cFU_Snor+pSnorEVENT«cEVENT)) / (1-pSnorEVENT) 

(cSPECT+cPTCA+cFUU PTCA+pEVENT*cEVENT) / ( l -pEVENT) 

(cCFR+cFU^Cnor+pCnorEVENT'cEVENT)) / (1-pCnorEVENT) 

(cCFR+cPTCA+cFUU PTCA+pEVENT*cEVENT) / ( l - pEVENT) 

(cSPECT+cPTCA+cFU_PTCA+pEVENT*cEVENT)/ ( l -pEVENT) ) 

abnormal,, PTCA 
normal,, CFVR pS„orCab„ (cSPECT+cCFR+cPTCA+cFUJ-TCA+pEVENT-cEVENT) / ( l - pEVENT, 

]] -pSabn normal 
I-- SnotCibn (cSPECT+cCFR+cFU J n o i t n o r + p S n o i C n o r E V E N T ' c E V E N T ) / ( l -p$norCnorEVENT) 

abnormal.. PTCA 
abnormal,, CFVR pSab„Cabn (cSPECT*cCFR+cPTCA+ CFU_PTCA+pEVENT<cEVENT) / ( I -pEVENT) 

Restrictive,, SPECT vSab" (cSPECT+cCFR+cFU_SabnCnor+pSabnCnorEVENT*cEVENT)/( l-pSabnCnorEVENT) 

normal l 

l-pSabn n 

l-pSatmCabn n 

(cSPECT+cFU_Snor+pSi)orEVENT"cEVENT)) / (1-pSnorEVENT) 

LEGEND:: Effect is defined as the probability of an event-free 1 year follow-up period, related to the intermediate 

lesionn (EVENT). 

pp indicates probability; c, cost; FU, follow-up; Snor, negative SPECT result; Sabn, positive SPECT results; Cnor, 

negativee CFVR result; Cabn, positive CFVR result; EVENT, event during first year FU, related to the intermediate 

lesion.. For example: pSnorCnorEvent means: 'the probability of an event, conditional on a negative test result for both 

SPECTT and CFVR'. 
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Healthh effects 

Inn this economic evaluation, health effects and costs associated with die four management 

strategiess are considered over a 12-month follow-up period following diagnosis and eventual 

PTCAA of the intermediate lesion. Effect was defined as the probability of an event-free follow-up 

period.. This probability depends on the functional severity of the intermediate lesion as indicated 

byy the test results and whether or not PTCA of the intermediate lesion has been performed. Test 

outcomess and the probabilities of event-free 12-month follow-up period are depicted in Table 2 

andd were derived from the ILIA S study results (summarized in Table 1). 

Costs s 

Costss were derived from the ILIA S study and were expressed in 1999 euro (€). Only the costs 

relatedd to disease management of the intermediate lesion were taken into account. Essentially, 

thesee costs were examined from a societal perspective, focusing on the direct (non-)medical costs 

generatedd during diagnosis and the follow-up period, irrespective of payer source. An overview 

off  unit costs is given in Table 3. A detailed description of the recording of the data, attribution of 

events,, use of resources and unit costing is described in the Appendix. 

TABLETABLE 3: Overview of unit costs, used for decision modeling, as derived from the ILJAS study. 
PricesPrices are expressed in Euro's (1 Dutch guilder — € 0,4537802) 

Costss (c) of Value Range (Vz - 2 times) 

SPECT T 
personnel l 

material l 
overhead d 

CFVR R 

personnel l 
material l 

overhead d 

Additionall  PTCA of intermediate lesion 
(ad-hoc,, as a part of an ongoing PTCA procedure of severe lesion) 

Eventt (weighted mean) 

Myocardiall  infarction 
PTCA A 
CABG G 

Follow-up* * 

Diagnosticc cardiac catheterization 
Repeatt SPECT 

Medication n 
Consultationn cardiologist 

Travell  expenses 

**  calculated per outcome group (see Methods section) 

5488 (274-1,096) 

134 4 
123 3 
291 1 

9400 (470-1,880) 

36 6 
610 0 
294 4 

1,2766 (638-2,552) 

7,3622 (3,681-14,724) 

7,597 7 
5,884 4 

13,533 3 

690 0 
548 8 
177 7 
57 7 
6 6 
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ComparisonComparison of management strategies 

First,, CFVR, Extensive and Restrictive strategies were evaluated economically against SPECT as 

thee reference strategy for the intermediate lesion. For each comparison of two strategies die ratio 

off  the extra costs to the additional health benefit—the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio—was 

determined.. In case of a negative incremental cost-effectiveness ratio, dominance occurs, i.e. the 

dominantt strategy is associated with both more effect and lower costs. In case of a positive 

incrementall  cost-effectiveness ratio, the ratio closest to and below a given WTP level suggests the 

mostt preferable strategy. Thus, the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio reflects the additional 

costss to be invested for the more effective strategy. If no definite strategy is preferable after 

comparisonss with the reference strategy, comparison of remaining non-dominated strategies was 

performed. . 

SensitivitySensitivity analyses using Monte Carlo simulation 

Too account for uncertainties in all probability (test outcomes and health effect) and cost 

parameterss simultaneously, probabilistic sensitivity analysis was performed using Monte Carlo 

simulation.88 Beta distributions were assumed for the probability parameters , triangular 

distributionss were assumed for the costs parameters with the calculated cost value as the most 

likeliestt one within a range of half and twice this value. For each of the 25,000 runs in the Monte 

Carloo simulation the diagnostic strategy with the highest net benefit10 given some willingness-to-

payy level was taken as the preferred option. Since the willingness-to-pay level may vary by 

changingg ethics or macro-economics, the diagnostic strategies under scrutiny were evaluated at 

differentt willingness-to-pay levels to account for this potential variability. Therefore, the overall 

simulationn results reflect the acceptability of each diagnostic strategy and are presented for five 

willingness-to-payy scenarios (0, 10,000,20,000, 50,000 and 100,000 Euro). Additionally, the 

resultss from the Monte Carlo simulation were used in multinomial logistic regression analysis to 

derivee the model parameters for which the treatment decision was most sensitive, given a WTP 

valuee of €20,000. 
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RESULTS S 

ProbabilitiesProbabilities and costs 

Testt outcomes of SPECT and CFVR, and the probabilities of event-free 12-month follow-up 

periodd are depicted in Table 2. Most cardiac events were revascularization procedures (16/19, 

84%).. Table 3 shows the unit costs for different (health care) resources associated with the 

diagnosiss and subsequent treatment of the intermediate lesion. 

EconomicEconomic evaluation 

Pointt estimates of the costs and effects per strategy are depicted in Table 4. The incremental 

cost-effectivenesss ratio can be calculated from this table. Figure 2 shows the comparisons of the 

threee alternative strategies with the SPECT strategy, using diese point estimates. It can be 

appreciatedd that a strategy based on SPECT is dominated by the Restrictive strategy. The SPECT 

strategyy is less effective than the CFVR or Extensive strategy. However, the amount to pay to 

preventt an event is € 11,061 for CFVR and € 150,448 for the Extensive strategy, respectively. 

Thee Restrictive policy had the lowest cost-effectiveness ratio and dominated the strategy 

basedd on SPECT and the Extensive strategy. CFVR was the strategy with the highest effect; die 

Restrictivee strategy was associated with die lowest costs. The strategy based on CFVR was more 

effectivee than the Restrictive policy (0.902 versus 0.896), however also more costly (€ 2,236 

versuss € 1,804; Table 4); die incremental cost-effectiveness ratio was € 66,041. Hence, if 

society'ss WTP exceeds € 66,041, die CFVR strategy is most cost-effective; below this amount 

diee Restrictive strategy is society's best choice. 

SensitivitySensitivity analyses using Monte Carlo simulation 

Thee results of die Monte Carlo simulation are summarized in Figure 3. For every of die 25,000 

simulationss the most cost-effective strategy was calculated at a given WTP value. The willingness-

to-payy (WTP) determines the most cost-effective strategy. Overall, the Restrictive strategy should 

bee preferred (91% of all simulations if WTP is € 0, to 45% if WTP is €100,000). Moreover, a 

strategyy based on CFVR alone is increasingly preferable as the WTP raises (8% if WTP is € 0 up 

too 49% if WTP is € 100,000). 

Thee most sensitive parameters that constituted die data in Figure 3 were the probability of 

ann event after a negative CFVR, die probability of an event after a negative SPECT, the 

probabilityy of a positive CFVR, and die costs of a strategy based on CFVR. 
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TABLETABLE 4: The costs and effect per management strategy. 

SPECT T 

Strategy y 

CFVRR Extensive Restrictive e 

CostsCosts (in €): 

SPECT T 

CFVRR measurement 

Additionall  PTCA 

Event t 

Follow-upp costs 

548 8 

0 0 

201 1 

898 8 

322 2 

0 0 

940 0 

307 7 

718 8 

271 1 

548 8 

792 2 

448 8 

849 9 

316 6 

548 8 

147 7 

60 0 

766 6 

282 2 

TotalTotal costs 1,969 2,236 2,236 2,954 2,954 1,804 1,804 

Effect Effect 

Eventt free first year after diagnosis 
(withh respect to the intermediate lesion) 

0.878 8 0.902 2 0.885 5 0.896 6 

SPECT T 
Costs:: € 1,969 
Effect:: 0.878 

€€ 150,448 

Extensiv e e 
Costs:: € 2,954 
Effect:: 0.884 

€€ 11,061 

Dominates s 

CFVR R 
Costs:: € 2,236 
Effect:: 0.902 

€€ 66,041 

Restrictiv e e 
Costs:: € 1,804 
Effect:: 0.895 

FIGUREFIGURE 2: Incremental cost-effectiveness ratios of the 4 management strategies. The arrows indicate either dominance or the 

amountamount oj extra money needed to prevent an additional event related to the intermediate lesion. 
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FIGUREFIGURE 3: Multivariate sensitivity analysis using 18 variables (6 costs, 12probabilities). This Monte Carlo simulation 

modelmodel (25.000 samples) was performed for 5 different willingness-to-pay values (WTP, x-axis); per WTP value the 

percentagepercentage of samples (y-axis) in which a strategy demonstrated the highest net benefit that is chosen per strategy is depicted. 
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DISCUSSION N 

I nn this prospective economic evaluation, the Restrictive strategy (SPECT and only subsequent 

CFVRR if SPECT is positive) had the lowest cost-effectiveness ratio for diagnosis and treatment 

off  the intermediate lesion in multi-vessel disease. However, management based on CFVR alone 

appearedd to be most effective, and this strategy has practical advantages (i.e., 1 instead of 2 

investigations,, and thus more patient comfort) over a combined strategy. Society's willingness-to-

payy for an event free year determines the most cost-effective strategy. If SPECT has been 

performedd before the cardiac catheterization, a Restrictive strategy is most adequate for 

managementt of intermediate lesions in daily clinical practice. However, if SPECT has not been 

performedd before a patient is admitted, we recommend to perform only CFPTl measurements 

(cut-offf  value of 2.0), allowing subsequent clinical decisions. 

Cost-effectivenessCost-effectiveness analysis 

Cost-effectivenesss analysis in diagnosis of cardiac disease helps to improve patient outcome and 

limi tt costs of health care. Thus, cost-effectiveness research is increasingly attracting the attention 

off  both policy makers and the medical profession n. Recently, the rationale and methods of cost-

effectivenesss analysis in cardiac disease were described '". We followed these recommendations in 

general,, i.e. prospectively acquired data of a multi-center trial were evaluated within a team 

approach,, combining the expertise of cardiologists, nuclear medicine physicians, economists, and 

clinicall  epidemiologists. We designed a decision model in order to investigate whether CFVR can 

servee as a diagnostic tool (either to replace or to supplement SPECT) for diagnosis and treatment 

off  the intermediate lesion (Figure 1) and performed multivariate sensitivity analysis using Monte 

Carloo simulation. 

AA discrepancy is present in the interpretation of costs and effectiveness, both on patient 

levell  and in societal perspective. In the current study, three alternative strategies using CFVR 

weree evaluated against the classical approach (SPECT), as the prognostic value of CFVR is better 

inn this patient cohort". We calculated that additional costs for an event-free-year saved were € 

11,0611 up to € 150,448 (Figure 2). Eventual replacement depends merely on the so called 

willingness-to-payy of the society. A Bayesian approach was incorporated in the analysis to clarify 

thee issue of 'willingness-to-pay' (see Figure 3). It can be appreciated that for a WTP value of € 

20,0000 the Restrictive strategy is preferred in 6 5% and CFVR strategy in 35% of all simulations; 

givenn this W TP value, SPECT or Extensive strategy is preferred in less than 0.5%. These results 

aree important for policy makers to decide whether or not to reimburse the costs of CFVR 

measurementt for the diagnosis of coronary artery disease. 
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DesignDesign of the economic subansdysis 

Inn the current analysis we considered for the combined strategies that all patients underwent 

SPECTT before cardiac catheterization, in which PTCA of the severe lesion is planned. Thus, we 

excludedd the possibility of starting with CFVR, followed by SPECT and, if necessary, a repeat 

cardiacc catheterization during which PTCA of the intermediate lesion will be performed. It is 

obviouss that this combined policy of SPECT and CFVR will be very cosdy, next to patient 

discomfortt and increased risk. 

Inn this study, relatively small differences in effectiveness (first year event free survival: 

0.878-0.902,, see table 4) were observed. However, in terms of risk for an event, the differences 

aree substantial, e.g. 9.8% for CFVR versus 12.2% for SPECT; that is an increase of 24%. 

Moreover,, significant and clinically relevant conclusions can be obtained from this economic 

assessmentt of the clinical data. The results demonstrate mat cost-effectiveness analysis is very 

usefull  for both policy makers and cardiologists for decision-making in daily clinical practice. 

Basedd on these relatively small differences in effectiveness between the different strategies and 

givenn the fact that the event rate in the whole population was 10.4% (19/182), one could think of 

thee possibility to defer angioplasty of the intermediate lesion anyway, without expensive and 

diagnosticc testing using SPECT and/or CFVR measurements. It is obvious that such strategy is 

associatedd with low costs (€ 1,233) in comparison with the other strategies (see table 4). 

However,, for two reasons such strategy is not favored in clinical practice. First, performing 

CFVRR allows the cardiologist to perform a clinically important risk stratification, necessary for 

adequatee patient management. Second, the quality of life of the patients is not incorporated in 

thiss analysis. An expectative strategy for the intermediate lesion resulted in 10% event rate during 

onee year follow-up; these events were predominantly associated with revascularization 

proceduress and, thus, with a period of stable anginal complaints in the majority of patients. 

ComparisonComparison with other studies 

Too the best of our knowledge, this is the first report on cost-effectiveness analysis between 

SPECTT and CFVR for management of patients with multi-vessel coronary artery disease. 

Previouss studies on cost-effectiveness for SPECT1314 and CFVR15 were performed, although the 

patientt groups were not comparable with the population investigated in the ILIA S study. 

Pattersonn et al.14 compared exercise ECG, SPECT, positron emission tomography (PET) and 

angiographyy for diagnosis of coronary artery disease, based on a madiematical model with data 

fromm literature. PET appeared to be the most cost-effective test. In this model, the fee for 

SPECTT ($1,200) was incorporated; this is higher man the value we calculated for SPECT (€ 548), 

basedd on the real costs. Of note, the fee in the Netherlands for performing SPECT is about € 

500.. The EMPIRE study 13 was a retrospective review of patients newly presenting with 

symptomss suggestive for coronary artery disease. All participating centers supplied information 
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onn costs and charges for procedures. For myocardial perfusion imaging, mean costs were 

calculated:: £ 220, which is somewhat lower than the value we calculated for SPECT (€ 548). 

Inn the DEBATE II trial (provisional stent placement guided by Doppler flow velocity 

measurements)) l3, direct medical front-office costs were calculated. For measuring CFVR only 

thee costs of a Doppler flow guidewire (€ 483) were reported; we report a price of € 568 for a 

Dopplerr flow guidewire (based on real cost data from the Academic Medical Center Amsterdam 

19999 hospital ledger and the buying-department). Moreover, in the present study we additionally 

calculatedd direct medical back-office costs (overhead). 

Inn particular, the costs of a Doppler guidewire (€ 568, as a part of the total costs of CFVR, 

i.e.. € 940) contributed considerably to the costs of a strategy based on CFVR. It is expected, 

basedd on marketing developments, that the price of a Doppler guidewire will be reduced in the 

nearr future. Univariate sensitivity analysis revealed that the CFVR strategy' will dominate (i.e. 

moree effective, less costs) at least SPECT if the unit costs of the Doppler guidewire are below € 

3577 (total costs of a strategy based on CFVR are € 729). 

Limitations Limitations 

Duringg the follow-up period of the ILIA S study, nineteen events occurred that were assigned to 

thee intermediate lesion: 3 myocardial infarctions, 3 CABG and 13 PTCA procedures. There were 

noo cardiac deaths. Thus, events were predominantiy associated with revascularization procedures, 

whichh is important for the willingness-to-pay. 

Costt data were calculated per arm of the decision tree and not per included patient. 

However,, sensitivity analysis on costs data revealed that a reasonable variability in these cost data 

didd not affect the main results (compare Figures 2 and 3). 

Thee diagnostic gain in this patient population was relatively low, i.e. the observed numbers 

off  positive test-results for the intermediate lesion were low (16% positive SPECT and 24% 

positivee CFVR, respectively). Apparently, it illustrates that an intermediate lesion in the presence 

off  multi-vessel disease is often not functional significant. The indication for assessment of 

functionall  severity of the intermediate lesion was mediated by the planned intervention for the 

severee lesion. Therefore, the relatively 'early' diagnosis of the intermediate lesion is inherent to 

thee chosen protocol. We attempted to create a model that simulates an increase of the diagnostic 

gain,, by increasing the number of patients with positive results on both tests (group D), 

respectingg the observed ratio over the groups A, B and C. Furthermore, the observed event rates 

inn these 4 groups were extrapolated in this new model. Interestingly, the Restrictive strategy was 

dominatedd by the CFVR strategy by increasing the diagnostic gain (i.e. more positive test results 

onn both SPECT and CFVR), suggesting that the value of CFVR is even greater in more diseased 

coronaryy arteries. 
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ClinicalClinical implications 

Thee Restrictive strategy is the most cost-effective strategy to decide upon PTCA in patients with 

intermediatee coronary narrowings in the presence of multi-vessel disease; CFVR is the most 

effectivee strategy with respect to cardiac events, particularly revascularization procedures. 

Therefore,, society's willingness to pay (and thus potential reimbursement) determines which 

strategyy is the favorite one. 

Withh increasing WTP values, the decision between the Restrictive and CFVR strategy 

becomess arbitrary. In general, for daily clinical practice in this patient cohort we recommend the 

following;; only measurement of CFVR during cardiac catheterization if SPECT has been 

performedd and showed reversible perfusion defects in the area of interest; then, only 

performancee of PTCA if CFVR<2.0 (i.e. a Restrictive strategy). However, if SPECT has not been 

performedd before a patient is admitted to the cardiac catheterization laboratory (e.g. unstable 

angina,, ad-hoc setting), we recommend to perform CFVR measurements, and subsequent clinical 

decisionss can be based on this CFVR value, with a cut-off value of 2.0. 
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APPENDIX X 

Recording-Recording- data, attribution of events and use of resources 

Clinicall  event and resource use data were prospectively recorded during initial assessment and 

duringg the 12 months follow-up with specially designed Case Report Forms. Detailed 

informationn was available on sources for performing SPECT, coronary angiography, CFVR 

measurements,, and PTCA. 

Thee intracoronary flow velocity assessment of the intermediate lesion and, eventually, the 

PTCAA of the intermediate lesion itself were part of an ongoing catheterization procedure of the 

severee lesion. Events occurring during the procedure or in the one-year of follow-up may relate 

too either the severe or the intermediate lesion. Events were assigned to either of them by an 

independentt and blinded Critical Event Committee.7 For consistency, attribution rules for the use 

ofof resources to the type of lesion were formulated. 

Thee use of the following resources was attributed to the severe lesion solely: 

 medication and diagnostic angiography during the screening phase 

 the PTCA of the severe lesion 

 all subsequent overnight in-hospital stays in case no peri-procedural event was attributed to 

thee intermediate lesion. 

Thee use of the following resources was attributed to the intermediate lesion: 

 scintigraphic testing 

 extra procedure time, guiding catheters (in case of lesions in left and right coronary arteries), 

andd balloons for intracoronary flow velocity assessment and, eventually, PTCA of the 

intermediatee lesion respectively, 

 extra inpatient days, diagnostic examinations and therapeutic procedures above the average 

forr PTCA of the severe lesion, if an event attributable to the intermediate lesion occurred 

duringg the initial PTCA procedure 

 all health care resources related to the treatment of an event that occurred during follow-up 

andd was attributed to the intermediate lesion. 

Al ll  other use of resources during follow-up, including triple medication (beta-blockers, calcium 

antagonists,, nitrates), out-patient hospital monitoring, and out-of-hospital consultations by the 

generall  practitioner, as well as out-of-pocket expenses of patients for disease-related travel were 

estimatedd and, subsequendy, attributed to the intermediate lesion by fraction of the intermediate 

lesionn related events to the total number of events. 

UnitUnit costing 

Mostt emphasis was put on estimating the costs of in- and out-patient hospital care. In general, 

thee management of patients with multi-vessel coronary artery disease in the Netherlands is 

specialist-basedd with only modest involvement of out-of-hospital care providers like the general 
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practitionerr and the physiotherapist. In-direct non-medical costs of lost productivity related to 

thee intermediate lesion were expected to be inconsiderable in the target population (many retired 

patients,, presence of severe lesions). 

Withh the most relevant cost components identified, prior sensitivity analyses were 

performedd with the decision model from figure 2 to assess the required detail in calculating the 

unitt costs.16 The parameters reflected (i) reasonable, but preliminary expert opinion estimates of 

unitt costs of CFVR, SPECT, PTCA, follow-up treatment and revascularization, and (ii) the 

ILIA SS probabilities of intermediate lesion related events after having observed approximately 

75%% of the total number of person-years.17 With all parameter values halved or doubled, the 

decisionn for the most cost-effective diagnostic strategy was quite insensitive for univariate 

changess of the cost parameters. Based on diese results multiple valuation methods including real 

costt data, tariffs, guidelines for cost research in health care, prior research data, and other guides 

weree chosen to derive unit costs. 

Thee unit costs of both diagnostic procedures (SPECT and CFVR) and of the PTCA of the 

intermediatee lesion as a part of the PTCA session for the severe lesion were based on real cost 

dataa for personnel, materials, and overhead from the Academic Medical Center Amsterdam 

(AMC)) 1999 hospital ledger and the buying-department. The overhead costs were calculated 

fromm pro rata cost allocation after discriminating production from non-production centers. The 

costss of non-production centers were lowered with revenues from the external activities by these 

centerss before the 'back-office' costs were allocated to the production centers. The resulting costs 

weree allocated pro rata to the production centers based on the total costs of these centers (no 

correctionn for revenues from external production here) and, consequently, allocated to all 

productionn (including external production) while using weights for different production units 

derivedd from work load data and expert opinion. Tariffs18 and real cost data from prior research 
16'199 - adjusted for the year 1999 using price indices for the health care sector - were used for other 

diagnosticc and therapeutic procedures, including re-PTCA, CABG and the treatment of 

myocardiall  infarction during follow-up (cardiac deadi did not occur in this study). Unit costs for 

in-patientt days, for out-patient hospital and out-of-hospital consultations, and travel expenses per 

kilometerr were based on guidelines for cost accounting in health care.16 The price for triple 

medicationn was derived from the Pharmacotherapeutic Guide 2000/2001. Costs were expressed 

inn 1999 euro (€). 
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